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Abstract. This paper examines the nascent process of how Dynamic Instant
Innovation (DII) is created by ambidexterity, which is an individual's capacity
to be equally skillful with both hands. The influences of DII on new product
development are introduced and analyzed through Holtzman's paradox. This
premise states that the greatest paradox that surrounds successful new product
development is the need for free, unfettered creativity to complement
disciplined, systematic processes [1]. Drawing from this paradox, strategies are
proposed for new product development exploration and exploitation. A real
case of needle-free injection product developed by the author is presented using
the DII concept.
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Introduction

Under the current hyper competitive environment, Instant Innovation is inevitable
in order to be successful and compete. Innovation, according to Schumpeter, is
defined by carrying out new combinations [2], which have elements of both
continuous innovation and incremental innovation. A disruptive innovation is an
innovation that helps create a new market and value network, and eventually disrupts
an existing market, displacing an earlier technology. Disruptive innovation is
typically simpler, cheaper, and more reliable and convenient than the established
technologies that it replaces [3]. DII creates products exponentially faster, cheaper,
and can instantaneously disrupt current markets [4]. However, under
hypercompetition, the competitive advantage created by DII can often be short lived.
This is why successful companies are in constant pursuit of DII.
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What is Dynamic Instant Innovation (DII)?

With the diffusion of more knowledge to more participants in the industry using
today’s multiplatform communication means, DII can proceed in parallel among
many-open integrated parties and industries. As a result, more parallel experiments
are occurring leading to more variety and more choices, which foster more rapid
innovation. As such, the concept can be understood as rapid parallel research and
development through multi-levels of organizations and individuals across the global
spectrum that is loosely integrated by the Internet, thereby leading to Dynamic Instant
Innovation. DII differs from user innovation in that user innovation refers to
innovation by consumers rather than by suppliers, producers, and/or manufacturers.
DII can encompass all of these elements. DII also differs from fusion innovation in
that the latter relies on a process by which innovation is fused or comes together over
time among the participants in a social system. This concept sometimes comes from
happenstance and is not facilitated by formal nor even informal processes. For
example, fusion foods have evolved by mixing flavors and recipes from different
ethnic foods but not on any wide scale common interest or platform.
Generally speaking, users can experiment, implement and popularize new technology
at the same time or instant, which is a form of DII. Its power exceeds that of
concurrent engineering and open innovation. DII prevails in the user industries by the
following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Simultaneous processing of multiple information by reciprocal information
exchange,
Integration of multiple streams of information into businesses,
Specialization of users, and
Direct user-created innovation [5]

As von Hippel noted “Users’ abilities to develop high-quality new products and
services for themselves are improving radically and rapidly” [6]. The following are
examples of DII:
A new scheme of modularization involves adding powerful computations and
tabulations for improved efficiency and accuracy to bring about rapid innovation,
which is a form of Instant Innovation. Modularization sped up genome sequencing
making it possible to sequence 30 billion human genomes in 3 days. Now it is a
matter of almost instantaneous sequencing of billions of genomes because of this
innovation [4].
This DII is now possible because of exponential convergence of new disruptive
innovations. Examples of such converging, disruptive innovations include
nanotechnology, wireless sensor, internet, imaging, mobile connectivity, social
networking, computing power, data universe, etc., have all contributed to exponential
convergence of disruptive innovations.
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Another example is DNA arrays that transform genetic sequencing and mapping
capabilities. The arrays that are built on the same knowledge domain have limited
upside potential whereas those that are built on different complementary knowledge
domains could be more valuable as they are not bound by preconceived limitations.
This is an indication that DII is also fostering competitive advantages that comes from
exploration by ambidextrous employees.
Again, von Hippel noted “Steady improvements in computer software and hardware
are making it possible to develop increasingly capable and cheaper tools for
innovation that require less and less skill and training to use” [6]. An example of
specialization of users by DII is Jack Andraka, a 15-year-old boy who developed a
new test for pancreatic cancer. After a family friend died from pancreatic cancer, Jack
discovered that there was no useful test to detect pancreatic cancer in the early stages
when it can be treated. He researched on Google and Wikipedia to learn as much as
possible then put together a proposal to find a way to develop a test for it. He
submitted his ideas to 200 doctors and only one gave him some space in his lab. The
results are a test that is non-invasive, cost $0.03, takes only 5 minutes and is 100%
accurate [7].
Instant Innovation is enhanced by facilitating user specialization through tailored
programming, such as downloadable apps, and co-creating the development with
customers. This power shift is enforced by an open-integrated system instead of open
innovation. An example of co-creation is FedEx, letting users further into the shipping
process of their packages. The online tracking system is a valuable innovation for
FedEx customers [8]. This system empowers users to take more control of the process
to enabling the monitoring of the status of shipment. This will lead to customer
satisfaction, cheaper, faster, better, easier, smarter, informative, participatory, and
predictive-Instant Innovation.
Holtzman’s research illustrates how to utilize innovation to catalyze efficient and
effective new product development (NPD). He emphasizes that a strategic innovation
approach is indispensable for organization to be successful. Examples cited include
(1) industry knowledge and foresight, (2) seeking to understand its customer, provide
insight, pinpoint unarticulated customer needs and delight, and deliver on these unmet
needs, and (3) strategic alignment with internally and both externally, with customers
and suppliers, exploring long term possibilities and practical implementation
activities[1].
It is also illustrated how product and service development is viewed (Fig. 1) as
increasingly important as product and service life cycles have become shorter.
Introducing new product and services in an efficient manner gives companies a
competitive edge over competition. The general framework advanced here sees
dynamic capabilities (DC) and Dynamic Instant Innovation (DII) as the foundation of
enterprise-level competitive advantage in regimes of rapid (technological) change.
The framework indicates that the extent to which an enterprise develops and employs
superior (non-imitable) dynamic capabilities will determine the nature and amount of
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intangible assets it will create and/or assemble and the level of economic profits it can
earn. [9]

Fig. 1. The increasing strategic importance of product and service development by Holtzman.

3

How Dynamic Instant Innovation is Created by Ambidexterity

In the USA, only about 0.10% of firms ever achieve revenues of more than $250
million in sales and only 0.036% of those are successful in attaining over $1 billion in
sales. Most of the new startups failed or stayed small [10] [4]. Hannah’s study
showed many large firms failed and only 20 firms remained between 1912 and 1995.
Other research estimated that even large, well-established, companies can only expect
to survive between 6 to 15 years [11] [12] [13]. March emphasizes that the ability of a
firm to survive is its employees or users’ capacity to be equally skillful with both
hands, i.e., be ambidextrous by showing its ability to exploit existing assets and
positions in a profit-producing way and simultaneously explore new technologies and
market to configure and reconfigure organizational resources to capture existing as
well as new opportunities [14]. Therefore, DII is created by exploration and
exploitation and becomes the heart of successful people and organization.
Why do startups of needle-free injection systems fail? Initial products may not be user
friendly and the designs have many flaws. They are more expensive than needle
syringes, hard to load, to read, potentially less accurate, requiring an “air shot”, and
can be potentially misused. Not surprisingly, the initial products needed to be revised
or modified until customers are satisfied, which will be very costly for startups if they
conduct such implementation without ambidextrous alliances [10]. O’Reilly argues
the ability of a firm to be ambidextrous is at the core of dynamic capabilities and
further shows that senior management’s ability to sense changes in their competitive
environment, including potential shifts in technology [15].Therefore the authors argue
that senior management’s ability to sense changes in their competitive environment,
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including potential shifts in technology is enhanced by DII. While the authors have
not shown any concrete statistics, methodologies, or hypothesis derived from the
theoretical analysis of the ambidextrous theory, whether it generally applies to many
companies of the world, the authors emphasize its application to one specific
company, “INJEX”. Gibson and Birknshaw (2004) conducted 4,195 interviews from
41 companies from all over the world and verified that ambidextrous employees
supported their hypothesis. [16] In the past 20 years, during Japan’s economic
stagnation, Japanese electronics makers were defeated by Samsung. Kawai illustrated
the causes of failure of top management of the Japanese makers in fulfilling
responsibilities. The causes of failure include (1) failure to sense, (2) satisfaction with
status quo, (3) failure to strategize, less resources, and inability to overcome
sectionalism and rigidity, (4) lack of flexibility, and (5) lack of concept of “dynamic
strategy”. Inability to quickly react and forecast are also factors. In contrast,
Samsung’s top management fulfilled its responsibility and have made Samsung a
household name by incorporating factors ignored or not possessed by its Japanese
counterparts. Japanese companies were insufficient in fulfilling responsibility
concerning both DSC and DRC [17].
Startups need to collaborate with alliances, CVC, and JV, which have specific
mechanisms that enable firms to be successful in managing separate “explore-andexploit” subunits and leveraging common assets in ways that permit the firm to adapt
to new opportunities and threats. It is the presence of these characteristics that help
startups to be successful. The ability to adapt to change like a chameleon by
collaborators may need the ability of the senior leadership to manage the conflicts and
trade-offs required by ambidexterity [18].

4
A real case of needle-free injection product developed by one
of the authors
Medical devices need to be innovated through “Patient Experience Design” and drug
or molecular-driven design perspective, which can be thought of as a system or
service design perspective. Adapting to unforeseen circumstances require the ability
to act decisively, to be both open-minded and confident, and to have a talent for
reading messy or hidden data [19]. INJEX has been successful in collaboration with
universities and research organizations in Germany, Singapore, Malaysia, Japan and
the USA for many years by not focusing on the deal itself but with value-creating
relationships. Intel’s success was the company’s managed relationships with
companies that complement their core business, according to Cusmano [20].
Similarly, INJEX uses direct sales via its own exclusive distributors worldwide as
well as beauty clinics and anti-aging clinics directly. Direct sales to market via its
own distribution make it competitive and self-reliant, which allows Injex to create
strong customer relationships. Injex has successfully entered into niche markets with
huge profits such as the beauty market where regulatory and government restrictions
are milder than those in the medical field. These fields are neglected by the major
needle syringe companies such as Becton Dickinson and Terumo [4]. INJEX
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created the “Shireen” brand for the niche beauty market. Lead users or early adapters
of a product or process may become general in the market place in five to ten years.
New niche market has been created in collaboration with Injex and beauty
practitioners since they are familiar with conditions which lie in the future for most
others, they can serve as a need for casting team for INJEX marketing research. Injex
has not competed against major syringe companies directly for the reasons outlined in
table 1. This is followed by a business case of an innovation developed by the author
showing how new product development efficiencies are enhanced through the
digitalization of merchandise-flow.
Table 1 Position of existing major to first-generation bio-pharmaceutical and new born biopharmaceutical companies.

5

First-generation biopharmaceuticals

New born bio-pharmaceuticals

Business result

Win

Loss

Competition

Direct

Indirect/neutral

New products

Replace existing products

Create new markets

New product development

Promoted

Neglected

A Business Case of the Author’s Needle-free Injection Product

Developing new products is time consuming because of the necessity for improving
product design to be user friendly and also for the betterment of product quality.
Clearly it is preferable to shorten lead-time for developing new products. It follows
such cycle as shown in Fig. 2 below when a new product is developed – from trial
production stage to finished mass-production stage.
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Conventional
Injex Production
Process

New Production Process

Fig. 2 Flow Chart of New Product Development under DII
To shorten the total lead-time for new development, it is required to shorten each
cycle. While working on an improved-trial product, next stage workers have to battle
idle time without any normal work. So, it is preferable to produce such trial-products
when normal production is completed, such as at night or during the holidays. But to
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change work hours, such as labor-shifts, would be a burden to workers. To solve such
issues, the idea of using a 3D Printer is a good solution. 3D Printers allow for the
creation of 3D products using a material stratified method. By using a 3D Printer, the
process can be set up and allowed to run at the end of normal labor hours without idle
time. Then in the morning, the process could be finished and it would be possible to
start experimenting immediately. So by utilizing 3D printing, it is possible to
eliminate or reduce waiting time during work hours and work can proceed effectively
with little waste. Furthermore, workers can produce automatically without any special
training for their work. A planner working as an operator by himself can perform as if
he himself was a manufacturer and the use of 3D printing will work effectively to
reduce the number of personnel necessary for production. In addition to this 3D
innovation, instantaneous virtual prototyping is possible under DII. Building
Information Modeling (BIM) can impact architecture/engineering/construction (AEC).
This can provide a virtually simulated and large integrated database. Another concept
similar to BIM is a Digital Mock-up (DMU). This will potentially eliminate the
inefficient process of transferring large amount of paper based documents.

6
Digitalization of Merchandise-flow on Needle-free Injector in
the Future by DII.
It is possible to predict different skin hardness for different people, which can cause
different volume of drug to dispense under the skin differently even if the same
pressure pump is applied to each case (sensing the patient need). That means it is
important to individualize each injecting pressure to fulfill proper depth to be
achieved (seizing). But it is hard to accommodate such a dynamic requirement with
the current fixed mass production system. Therefore, in the near future, if a 3D bioprinter and human genome sequencer could be purchased by each home for general
home use, it will be possible to configure or customize an injector for each individual
(transforming). For example, a user can scale his own skin-tightness level using a
measuring tool to be developed and send data to a manufacturer of needle-free
injector (an exogenous technological change that opens up the possibility of new
opportunity) [6]. Then the manufacturer produces 3D data for the injector which
makes proper depth injection possible. By using such data from the manufacturer,
each user can create his or her own injector at home. If this process is established, it
would no longer be necessary to manufacture and deliver injectors. Then perhaps only
“drug and data” will be necessary in the future. With the present day scientific tools
available of genome sequencing, you can know your own genetic makeup. In the
future, 3D bio printers assisted by genome analysis, may allow patients to create their
own organs and drugs through DII, allowing the patient to make the cure that best fits
his or her needs.

7
The Core Mechanism that Discriminates Between “Winner”
and “Loser”
STRATEGY:
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Managers should carefully devise a plan of action to efficiently achieve a corporate
goal while considering that efficiency as the attainment of maximum value with
limited means [21] [22]. INJEX`s strategy is to develop its core competence “needlefree” with patients, medical professionals and distributors. According to von Hippel,
innovation is being democratized. A reactive strategy exploits existing knowledge,
towards creating stability, consistency and minimizing variation. An innovative
strategy uses an explorative approach in order to compete in production innovation
[23], yielding disruptive innovation such as NEEDLE-FREE LANCET. Thus the
diffusion process consists of a few individuals who first adopt an innovation then
spreads the word among their circles of acquaintances. Such a diffusion process of
innovation typically takes a very long time. Since the early Internet era in the 1990s,
the use of new technology has spread beyond any imaginable ideas to now allow for
experiments and implementations by just about anyone in just about any corner of the
world [5]. By reframing the value of a new market such as that of the needle-free
injector, the strategy for NPD in the differentiated market is flexible and can be
changed due to weak ties. Because of worldwide distributions created in each
country, INJEX’s employees run their own contests and invite everyone into INJEX’s
innovation process, exploring and exploiting to get the best ideas and technologies
from others for INJEX business model, and let others use INJEX innovations in each
distributor business model. These innovations are based on tacit knowledge which is
very difficult to copy and imitate. Since knowledge is the product of an extended
learning process and is an intangible asset that is difficult to acquire and copy, it has
been considered a strong source of potential competitive advantage [24]. These
distributors and cosmetics professionals spend many years and resources to become
an exclusive distributor, by getting approval from the Ministry of Health, and by
investing their own time and self-generated content. Hence they are less likely to
abandon INJEX. The winners in this new economic environment will be those firms
that develop strong internal capabilities in a few areas and leverage those capacities
by enlisting the efforts of many others in support of their business [8].
Kawai analyzed the failure of Japanese companies, such as Panasonic, Sharp, and
Sony, caused by the new DC (dynamic capability) framework. Strategy-changing
capability and dynamic resource-reconfiguring capabilities are discussed. Samsung’s
success is in changing not only corporate and competitive strategies over time in
response to environmental changes (i.e. mobilization of DSC), but also resource
configurations in response to shifts in strategies (DRC). Japanese electronics makers
failed because of their head-strong decision to sticking to the failed strategy of
vertical integration and their failure to restructure their business model (DSC, DRC)
[17]. The author posits that catalyzing strategy making for growth or survival by
Instant Innovation is the single most important task of top management teams (TMT).
The main reason is the lack of DII (failure to create new radical innovations) and the
“decision speed” of TMT.
How INJEX crossed the bridge (chasm) over the troubled water:
Linking different types of effective alliances to each distinct stage in the new product
development process from discovery to commercialization is one of many key success
factors. Understanding more fully the role of firms allying along the entire new
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product development process seems particularly salient [25]. Two key factors
managed within the organization that have enabled INJEX to sustain its competitive
advantage are as follow.
1) Vision/Design: Needle-Free, less painful, no bruising, easy to use, no stigma,
disposable, no needle disposal issues, prefilled drug, fewer mistakes of drug injection,
no risk of needle sticks, and convenient in emergency room/trauma center especially
with elderly patients.
2) Accurate budgeting: Having a good product to sell is absolutely necessary for cash
flow and “on target” budgeting. The first thing to consider in product development is
defining MVP (the minimum viable product) and most importantly “will it sell?”
What kind of product is the easiest to demonstrate to customers and interested
investors? Those two objectives are usually obtainable for most startup companies.
The most common problem with startups is keeping costs low and having adequate
profit to keep producing the MVP on a regular basis. It is important to have a product
to sell to generate cash flow. So, the first objective on the product roadmap should be
to define the minimum viable product (the MVP).

8

Conclusion

This paper shows that DII can lead to many breakthroughs, foster innovation, and
allow us to live healthier and longer. DII, however, can also shorten the product life
cycle placing more stress on management to keep pace. Today’s firms face enormous
challenges with disruptive innovations such as needle-free injection products. This
phenomena illustrates “agnostic marketing”, as described by Christensen, in which it
is not known “how”, or “how much” new innovations are being used. Facing such
uncertainty, managers should get out of their laboratories and directly create
knowledge on new customers and new applications through discovery-driven research
into the marketplace [3]. Therefore, in challenging the “market change type”
innovation, an important point is how to reframe the value of the product. Strong
products in the market can limit the capability of NPD. Reframing the value of the
new products can unleash the capabilities of NPD. The reframing of the product
position is made by flexible weak ties through the alliance that rescues the strategy.
By reframing the value of a newly created market, such as that developed by the
needle-free injector, the strategy for NPD in the differentiated market is flexible due
to weak ties. As a result of strategy change, reframing the product positioning rescues
the strategy from fatal loss of the strategy at the life cycle management.
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